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Introduction

For June I planned to:

• present *The Adolescent Diary Blog and Its Audiences: An External Focus* at
  The International Conference on Television, Audio, Video, New Media and
  Feminism: Console-ing Passions, New Orleans LA, June 1, 2004.
• attend Understanding Internet Research Ethics Workshop, Boulder CO, June
• continue working with BROG to finalize our HICCS 2005 paper submission,
• continue writing my quals paper.

These goals have been substantially met through completion of the following activities.

Activities (alphabetically by area)

Community Service

- Peer review of journal article for *Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication* June

Conferences/Workshop/Colloquia Attended


Presentations

- The International Conference on Television, Audio, Video, New Media and Feminism:
  Focus.*

Quals Paper

- Reading, research, and note taking.
Research

- Continued work with the BROG group preparing for HICCS paper submission.

Submission


Plans for next month (arranged by area)

For July I plan to:

- Continue working on quals paper research and writing.
- Begin preparing to teach L101 Introduction to Informatics for Fall 2004.